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I have met girls before, pretty ones by the score,
What a joy it must be, to express perfectly,

Probably even more than most men.
Sentimentality we've stored up;
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Always knew what to say, said it without delay,
But when I try to speak, all that I say is Greek.

Never once thought I'd ever be caught this way.
Vainly I've tried 'n' phrases play hide 'n' seek.

Chorus

Too Wonderful For Words she holds me in her
too Wonderful For Words you hold me in your

spell,

Too Wonderful For Words what more is
Too Wonderful For Words what more is

Too Wonderful For Words-4
there to tell?  
When I try to

speak, 
words play hide and seek,

Where are phrases to sing her praises?  
Too Too

Wonderful For Words, there's nothing can be said,  
I

Wonderful For Words, you're like a dream come true,  
I

Too Wonderful For Words
leave it to the birds to make a song instead.
leave it to the birds to make a song for you.

What can I say?
Words fly away,

Too Wonderful For Words the one that I'm to
Too Wonderful For Words except that I love you.
I'D FALL IN LOVE WITH ME

Words by
JACK MURRAY

CHORUS

I do'wan-na tell you what to do— And what not to do—

But if I were you, I'd Fall In Love With Me—

THAT'S YOU BABY

From Fox Movietone Follies of 1929

By CON CONRAD,
SIDNEY D. MITCHELL
and ARCHIE GOTTLER

CHORUS

Take a little honey— Add a smile so sunny

Who's the little Honey? That's You Baby.
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